Introduction
The submarine space motion in water can be decomposed into two plane motions, namely the weak maneuvering of submarines moving in the horizontal plane with ships' movement above water as a main research direction to maintain and change, which does not involve depth changes; and a submarine in vertical plane movement, which mainly studies the pitch and depth keeping and changes without involving heading changes. The vertical plane movement is an important aspect which is different from a ship on the surface, as well as an important guarantee for the submarine to make full use of its tactical performance. Therefore, it is very important to study the law of vertical surface movement of the submarine [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
As we all know, the reduction of the submarine noise can efficiently increase the detection range of a sonar, and using double rudder submarine noise controlling has greater effect than using single stern rudder control. Since the sonar is located in the submarine's bow, in low noise sailing conditions, keeping zero for a shell around the rudder can reduce the disturbance to the surrounding fluid of the peripheral rudder hull, which eliminates splashing of the hydrodynamic noise of rudder movement. At the same time around the shell actuator, a closed state mechanical noise is also found, so the pipeline of the hydraulic shock noise and the component friction noise are removed. Therefore, single stern rudder control can achieve a local noise reduction effect, thereby increasing the detection range of the sonar to a certain extent.
In addition, considering the submarine maneuvering safety, a general submarine stern rudder is in the wake of the propeller and rudder stern in the propeller, so the rudder effect is significantly enhanced. Besides, the submarine stern rudder is far away from the centre of confining the rudder hull of the submarine, so compared with the peripheral rudder hull, the advantage of the stern rudder is the arm. Usually the ratio of the length of the stern rudder arm to the confining shell rudder arm is about 1:3, due to the three times longer length of the stern rudder compared to the confining rudder hull in the same area. The strong control ability of the stern rudder leads to easier trim or restores the trim. In addition, the stern rudder is equipped with larger area and exhibition side than the sailplane, so it can provide more lift power. Thus, the stern rudder control ability is stronger than the enclosed shell rudder. This is the reason for using a single stern rudder control rather than a single round shell rudder control.
To sum up, the single stern rudder control has great advantage in submarine low noise operation; it can reduce to some extent the submarine self-noise and radiation noise and improve the submarine stealth and combat performance. This paper adopts the scheme of single stern rudder control to further reduce the submarine noise.
The design of a fuzzy control scheme
In the case of single submarine stern rudder control, the pitch and depth control of a submarine are taken into account. In the design of a controller there are four control inputs: depth deviation, deviation change rate, trim of the deviation and its change rate, which is likely to give rise to a complex fuzzy controller structure, large rule base, affecting the solution efficiency of fuzzy nature. When the submarine is in depth, generally the first thing is to control the vertical tilt, when the vertical tilt is in command, and then according to the current depth of the deviation to control the depth of the specified depth. Therefore, this paper will use two fuzzy controllers, a controller manipulating the stern rudder to control the pitch, and another controller to control the depth through stern rudder manipulation. At the starting stage of the depth motor, when the directive trim is reached, the control is switched to the depth controller, and through the depth bias the depth control is executed to a further instruction. Since the submarine has the right to make up a torque, at the same time the torque will be pulled to a zero longitudinal tilt. Its structure is shown in Fig. 1 . The depth fuzzy controller will choose a two-dimensional fuzzy controller [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The fuzzy controller has two controller inputs, the depth deviation . The depth deviation rate of the change is a differential signal, but the depth of the submarine deviation change rate cannot be directly obtained by the sensor. And as the depth is quantified by a deviation differential digital, we also need a differentiator to get the micro components. In traditional conditioning theory, the scholars have adopted the method of direct differential to get the depth and trim of the first-order micro component, which is also one of the commonly used processing methods. But with the classic differentiator, differential signals contaminated by random signal amplifier noise pollution will occur and cause the burr and jitters of the differential signal. Through mathematical deduction, we have obtained that the output signal ( ) y t is composed of a differential signal and magnified 1 / T noise signal of time.
The time constant T is very small, so the noise amplification is very serious, which sometimes can completely submerge the differential signal ( ) v t & , hence the classical differential link severely amplifies the effect of noise. Therefore, in the process of differential treatment we need to avoid the state, in which the variable differential is producing other variables. For these reasons, this paper will use a new type of a tracking differentiator. The steepest nonlinear tracking differentiator can overcome the noise amplification effect of second and higher order differential link. The steepest nonlinear tracking differentiator algorithm formula can be presented as follows: 
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The depth of the signal as an input, the classic differentiator and differential signal of the steepest nonlinear tracking differentiator can be obtained respectively. As it can be seen from Fig. 2 , the classical differentiator of the differential signal tremble is obvious and even distorting. The steepest nonlinear tracking differentiator out of the differential signal is very smooth, as well as the design of trimming and heading of the controller, so we can use the steepest nonlinear tracking differential device to track the longitudinal tilt and heading of the differential signal. Thus, we can improve the control effect of the fuzzy controller to a large extent.
Theory and basic theory of domains
The depth of the deviation theory domain for z ξ ξ ξ Δ = − to [10, 10] , the depth deviation rate is
, the universe is [2, 2] , and the control theory of stern rudder angle domain s δ [6, 6] . According to the actual situation, choose the depth deviation control system of the basic theory of the domain as [100, 100], the depth deviation rate of the basic theory of domain [2, 2] , and the stern rudder angle of the basic theory of the domain [30, 30].
Quantization factor and scaling factor
In deterministic theory and basic theory of domains, the quantization factor and the scaling factor can be determined as follows:
The depth of the deviation quantization factor e2 10 /100 0.1.
The depth of the deviation change rate quantization factor ec2 0.5.
K =
The output of the scaling factor w 2 30 / 6 5. K = =
Fuzzy language variables and determination of the membership function
The input and output language variables of the fuzzy controller is set to five, respectively {(NB), (NS), (ZE), (PS), (PB)}. According to the fuzzy language, the variables can be obtained from depth deviation, deviation rate and stern rudder angle. The membership function of the fuzzy subset is shown in Figs 3, 4 and 5. To obtain the fuzzy rules of the depth of the controller requires submarine control engineering theory knowledge, as well as expert's advice and practical operational experience from the older generation. For the depth of a motor during the submarine manipulation, the steering personnel experience is very important. In general, the design of the fuzzy rules will be based on the actual operation process.
In the process of the depth of the motor, we can refer to the step response of a typical fuzzy rule being specified. large, and the depth of the deviation rate of change γ is very small. In order to eliminate the depth deviation at this moment, we need a large rudder angle signal in fast variable depth to minimize the deviation submarines. Hence, near to the point a, the rule is: if the deviation ξ Δ is PB and depth γ is ZE or NS, the stern rudder angle s δ is NB (negative).
Near point b in Fig. 6 , the depth of the deviation ξ Δ is very small, and the deviation change rate γ is large. To prevent the system overshoot and oscillation at this moment, we need a control signal of PS in order to avoid excessive overshoot actual depth. So near to the point b, the rule is: if the depth of the deviation ξ Δ is NS or ZE and γ is NB, the stern rudder angle s δ is PS .
Near to points c and d the control behavior is similar to the point near a and b, respectively. Thus, some ideas can be summed up from the fuzzy rules of the fuzzy controller according to the value ξ Δ and the value γ of s δ : when ξ Δ is bigger, we should take a larger stern rudder angle, in order to eliminate the depth deviation quickly, which is dominated by the depth deviation ξ Δ at this time in the controller. In terms of the size, such as preventing a larger overshoot, the stern rudder angle ξ Δ must be adequate, so as not to make a big overshoot. When ξ Δ is smaller and γ is larger, the deviation is very small, and the main task is to prevent big overshoot or oscillation of the dominant, the stern rudder angle γ must be the rudder. The timing of the compressive displacement at the helm must take an earlier action to process the slow and deep maneuvers during the dynamic process. Otherwise it will be too late to adjust the overshoot and the rudder angle. So this case will be based on the simulation debugging repeatedly to find the appropriate rules.
According to the depth of the submarine maneuvers of a typical step response, the fuzzy rule base on , ξ Δ γ and s δ can be obtained. Using MATLAB fuzzy toolbox, we can see whether the designed fuzzy controller's performance is good or bad and use the toolkit to output each linguistic variable fuzzy inference characteristic of the curved surface, as shown in Fig. 7 . As it can be seen from Fig. 7 , the fuzzy reasoning output characteristic shows surface smooth transition of , ξ Δ γ and s δ , with no mutations. Therefore, the control system of the fuzzy control rules is reasonable.
Fuzzy reasoning and solution of the fuzzy equation
The fuzzy inference machine is the core of the fuzzy control system, according to the fuzzy input and fuzzy control rules. The fuzzy inference machine is to solve the fuzzy relation equation and obtain the fuzzy output.
The fuzzy inference machine is mainly used to control a system which has a product inference engine. In this paper we apply Mamdani minimum operation in the in-depth motor control system. The results obtained by the fuzzy inference machine are fuzzy, and for actual control the fuzzy quantity is not clear, so one needs to turn the fuzzy quantity into clear quantity. This is done in the theory of domain clear quantity within the scope of the scale transform into actual control. Fuzzy control computed their transformation within the scope of the clear quantity, accomplished via the solution of a fuzzy equation. This paper adopts the fuzzy center solution method, so that the output of a fuzzy controller is as follows: 
The quantization factor and scaling factor
In deterministic theory and basic theory of domains, the quantization factor and scaling factor are determined as follows: Table 2 . Using MATLAB fuzzy toolbox, we can see each linguistic variable fuzzy inference characteristic of the curved surface, shown in Fig. 11 . ( ) ( ) As it can be seen from the simulation, at depth of no overshoot, the mobile time is 263 s, there is no static difference after the steady state. By the trim curve we can see that at the beginning the motor depth in a trim controller is up to 2° instructions trim; under the action of 44 s it reaches the directive trim, the depth of the controller starts to work at this time, the depth is 73.2 m, according to the current depth the depth of the deviation, the final depth of stability in 90 m depth are controlled. In the whole process of the motor shell, the rudder angle is always zero, the stern rudder is steering four times. Smooth and no oscillation phenomenon is noticed in the transition process. Therefore, we adopt the single stern rudder control in the motor process, the twin rudder significantly reduces the steering input, so we can further reduce the radiated noise of a submarine in low noise condition. The noise to further reducing of the input of the biggest rudder angle will restrict the stern rudder, the maximum angle of the stern rudder being 8°, the rudder speed − 2.5° per 1 s.
(2) The speed is 6Kn, the initial depth is 60 m, the target depth is 90 m, the instruction of trim is 1.5°, the stern rudder angle is the biggest one − 10°, the sampling time is 0.2 s, the simulation time is 800 s. 16 we can see that under the condition that the limit of the rudder depth is still not overshoot, the trim angle after reaching a directive trim angle of 1.5°, under the action of the righting moment stabilizes to zero. But in the case of a low speed, the time of a single stern rudder maneuver is long, in 6 Kn depth correction under speed of 30 m, the maneuvering time is nearly 300 s, adverse to the rapid mobility, but in order to reduce the noise under the appropriate sacrifice mobility, it is worth. 
Conclusion
In this paper we use a single stern rudder fuzzy controller to obtain the vertical and trim control of a submarine in deep water. The simulation results show that the submarine trim changes a little, and a small amount of the rudder shows that the controller has a good control effect, the input of the submarine can greatly reduce the noise and radiation noise.
